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“ Database-Platform-as-a-Service (DBPaaS) is the fastest 
growing segment in the Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 
sector for its ability to break customers out of cloud 
vendor lock-in and support their need for agility. ”

Gartner



Understand your 
database versions, 
backup status, and 
performance history for 
all of the clusters in your 
organization through 
one single, centralized 
management console.

With the unstoppable rise of open-source databases, businesses are 

adopting multiple database types to power their applications. This 

creates the complex challenge of ensuring all components of your infra-

structure are organized, compatible, and accessible to avoid 

mission-critical application failures through avoidable issues. While 

adopting new databases and technologies, DBA’s are expected to do more 

with less resources at the ready. At ScaleGrid, we give you the tools to 

control database sprawl across your IT infrastructure.

ScaleGrid Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS) platform allows developers, 

DevOps engineers, and database administrators (DBA) to automate daily 

tasks, optimize their infrastructure, and refocus their efforts on new inno-

vations for their applications with speed and agility.

OPTIMIZE YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL AGILITY

Control Sprawl Creating Clusters Provisioning

Deprovisioning Hybrid Clouds Admin Access

CENTRALIZED
MANAGEMENT
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ScaleGrid supports relational databases PostgreSQL and MySQL, as 

well as NoSQL databases, MongoDB and Redis, on AWS, Azure, Digita-

lOcean, VMware, Openstack and bare metal. Capture all of your key IT 

performance indicators for ultimate application performance visibili-

ty, and easily manage your infrastructure, resources, and information 

through one powerful platform.

DBaaS simplifies the administration of users, stakeholders, and 

permissions, implementing consistency and standardization into 

your deployments. With DBaaS automation, you can make tasks 

simpler and more effective, which is vital in the era of Big Data and 

agile demand-driven service based applications. Organizations can 

control server and database sprawl by applying a single source of truth 

(SSOT) to manage all of their database clusters. DBaaS also helps 

reduce IT staff time from performing redundant, time consuming 

activities such as provisioning, management, administration and 

monitoring, and enables your in-house Database Administrators 

(DBAs) to focus on more core, value-added activities such as logical 

database administration and application architecture rationalization.

CONTROL
DATABASE
SPRAWL
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Data Imports
Enter your server name, port, DB 
name, username and password, 
authentication DB, and SSL strate-
gy to import your data.

Firewall Rules
Lock down access to the intended 
clients of your deployments by 
creating firewall rules at the 
cluster and account level.

Enable PgBouncer
Leverage the number one Post-
greSQL connection pooler to 
manage your database connec-
tions and improve performance.

Data Disk Encryption
Enable disk encryption to encrypt 
with Linux Unified Key Setup 
(LUKS) to securely encrypt storage 
media volumes.

Enable SSL
Secure your PostgreSQL clusters by 
enabling SSL to create a secure 
connection between your server 
and client.

Replication
Customize your replica setup as a 
primary-standby-standby or 
primary-standby-quorum, and 
distribute across locations.

PostgreSQL Version
Use the PostgreSQL version you 
need and upgrade at any time YOU 
choose with the help of ScaleGrid 
support.

VM Size
Customize your virtual machine 
size, disk size, disk IOPS, etc to 
meet your deployment needs.

Completely customize your new PostgreSQL cluster at creation. All configu-

rations can be modified at any time in your PostgreSQL cluster profile.

PROVISIONING POSTGRESQL

Docker
Deployments

Bare Metal
Deployments

VMware
Deployments

Easily create new PostgreSQL clusters in minutes. The intuitive creation 

wizard walks you through all the steps to customize your deployment setup 

in a few simple clicks. Visit our PostgreSQL Help Docs for step-by-step 

instructions to get started:

CREATING POSTGRESQL CLUSTERS
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You also maintain full PostgreSQL superuser admin access so you’re never 

locked into a DBaaS, and can migrate out as easily as you came in. Adopt a 

vendor-agnostic approach to your infrastructure to maintain an agile strat-

egy, and eliminate the financial risk of committing to a single provider.

ADMIN ACCESS

Manage both your PostgreSQL cloud and on-premise deployments run in 

your private datacenter(s) through one centralized console. Easily distrib-

ute your data across both public and private clouds to strengthen your high 

availability, increase your security, and leverage the flexibility of the cloud.

HYBRID CLOUD

Save hours deleting clusters that are no longer needs by permanently 

removing them in two clicks. Delete directly from your PostgreSQL cluster 

page, and confirm by simply entering the cluster name to verify your intent.

DEPROVISIONING POSTGRESQL
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Automate failovers to 
standby servers using 
industry standard high 
availability (HA) 
frameworks for 
PostgreSQL on-premise 
or in the cloud.

We also enable you to distribute your PostgreSQL replica sets across 

regions or data centers. This way, even if an entire region goes down, it 

does not affect the availability of your replica set.

DISASTER RECOVERY

At ScaleGrid, we enable you to deploy your PostgreSQL replica sets across 

multiple datacenters or Availability Zones (AZ's) so you can minimize the 

impact of losing any particular AZ. If the AZ of the master goes down for 

any reason, one of the replicas is automatically elected as the new 

master.

HIGH AVAILABILITY

Configure your high availability framework so you can instantaneously 

recover from potential failures that could impact in any part of your 

system. We help you implement redundancy in your infrastructure and 

data, failure detection and correction mechanism, a failover mechanism, 

as well as an application and user redirection mechanism to ensure that 

all of the necessary procedures are able to carry forward to the new 

master.

&HIGH AVAILABILITY
DISASTER RECOVERY
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The ScaleGrid platform 
handles all of the 
necessary PgBouncer 
maintenance, backend 
configurations, 
upgrades and security 
patches to keep the 
connection pooler 
optimized for your 
deployment.

Manage your database connections with PgBouncer, the most popular 

PostgreSQL Connection Pooler, built-in to your database management 

platform. PgBouncer is a middleware that sits between the database and 

clients and creates a pool that clients can connect to. We allow you to 

enable PgBouncer in the cluster creation process, and customize these 

settings to meet the needs of your deployment:

Pooling Mode: Determines how soon connections return to the pool. 

Pool Size: Max cached connections per pool.

Max Client Connection: Max client connections PgBouncer will allow.

Max DB Connection: Max connections to a single database PgBouncer will allow.

Max User Connection: Max connections by a single user PgBouncer will allow.

CONNECTION
POOLING
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Automate your 
PostgreSQL monitoring 
and alerts so you can 
ensure the health of your 
deployments.

CPU - User (%)

CPU - System (%)

CPU - Nice (%)

CPU - IO Wait (%)

CPU - Total (%)

Memory - Total (KB)

Memory - Used (KB)

Memory - Free (KB)

Memory - Buffers (KB)

Memory - Cached (KB)

Disk - Read (KB/sec)

Disk - Write (KB/sec)

Operation - Select (per second)

Operation - Update (per second)

Operation - Insert (per second)

Operation - Commit (per second)

Operation - Delete (per second)

Operation - Rollback (per second)

Active Connections

Idle Connections

Locks - Access Share

Locks - Row Share

Locks - Share Update Exclusive

Locks - Share

Locks - Row Exclusive

Locks - Exclusive

Locks - Access Exclusive

Locks - Total

Scheduled Checkpoints

Requested Checkpoints

Temporary Bytes Written to Disk (Bytes)

Replication Lag (secs)

Cache Hit Ratio

Deadlocks

Conflicts

Write Ahead Log Size (Bytes)

Memory Used by Postgres Processes (KB)

Network In (KB/sec)

Network Out (KB/sec)

Load Avg - 1 min

Load Avg - 5 mins

Load Avg - 15 mins

All PostgreSQL solutions include advanced monitoring to ensure the 

continuous health of your deployments. Each cluster comes with its own 

unique Monitoring Console that allows you to analyze your PostgreSQL 

and OS metrics, including CPU, memory, disk, operations, connections, 

and locks. Here are all the supported metrics:

MONITORING

&MONITORING
ALERTS
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POSTGRESQL
MONITORING
CONSOLE



Customize alerts on any PostgreSQL database metric you’d like to 
monitor so you can receive notifications on any potential issues 
with your deployment. Each cluster is established with default 
alerts to notify you once any dangerous threshold has been 
reached, and you can also override the global rules by configuring 
custom alerts at the cluster and account-level so your alerts and 
rules meet the needs of your deployment.

We also allow you to receive alerts through your notification 
method of choice. Get your alerts through your email or SMS text 
messages, or leverage one of our alert integrations, including 
PagerDuty, Opsgenie, and Slack.

CUSTOM
ALERTS &
RULES
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At ScaleGrid, we give you 
several tools to continu-
ously track, benchmark, 
and identify issues that 
might be affecting your 
performance, and quick-
ly optimize to improve 
your speed through 
proper allocation and 
application of resources.

Visualize the top queries causing read and write-load on your system. 

Hover over a query to identify the queries that are typically not indexed:

Generate slow query heatmaps to identify queries that need indexes 

across any time period. By default, slow queries are defined as queries 

that take over 100ms, presented by type through color-coded bubbles in 

your heatmap for easy pattern recognition. Click into a bubble to see the 

underlying query, the time it happened, and its duration:

EASY TROUBLESHOOTING WITH SLOW QUERY ANALYSIS

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
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Type  Users  Query  Database  Count (default) 

Plan Node Types (Visualize) Duration (ms)  Rows Returned (Avg) Rows Scanned  Rows Modified

You can also analyze your PostgreSQL slow queries in a tabular format:

SLOW QUERY ANALYZER CONTINUED
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For complicated queries, ScaleGrid provides a Query Plan Visualizer so 

you can easily visualize the ordered set of steps picked by the query 

plan. Visually examine the optimal plan that was selected and is 

expected to run the fastest, and click into the step to examine the 

various key and value details so you can optimize your PostgreSQL 

slow queries.

QUERY
PLAN
VISUALIZER
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Tables in this deployment with most dead rows. Higher number of dead 
rows can impact performance, and indicate bloated tables.

An estimate of table bloat computed from usage and size statistics. 
This is an estimate only - please contact ScaleGrid Support to calculate 
actual bloat metrics

An estimate of the bloat on your BTree Indexes computed from usage 
and size statistics. This is an estimate only - please contact ScaleGrid 
Support to calculate actual bloat metrics

Most frequently vacuumed tables in this deployment. These are the 
tables where auto-vacuum has been called most often. This typically 
means there is a lot of updates/deletes going on in this table.

Dead Rows

Table Bloat Estimate

Index Bloat Estimate

Auto-Vacuum - Most Frequent

Bloat & VACUUM Stats

Total number of tables.

Total number of indexes.

Size of database on disk.

Largest tables by size on disk.

Tables

Indexes

Size

Table Size

Size Stats

Instead of analyzing PostgreSQL stats by running and deciphering individu-

al commands, save hours with ScaleGrid’s PostgreSQL Activity Stats which 

allows you to visualize your key server activity statistics, including:

ACTIVITY STATS
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Largest tables in this deployment, by number of rows fetched from 
database.

Tables with most rows updated. This graph shows how many rows were 
updated in the normal manner, (Number of Updates), vs how many 
updated rows took advantage of Heap-Only-Update (Number of HOT 
Updates). HOT Updates are designed to be faster, but work only if no 
indexed column is being updated. If your total updates are very high for 
a table, and very few of them are HOT updates, your update perfor-
mance will degrade.

Top tables by select activity.

Top indices by scan activity.

Top tables by insert activity.

Top tables by update activity.

Top tables, by cache effectiveness. This graph shows the ratio of 
(Blocks read from Buffer Cache) to (Total Blocks Read). If this ratio is 
very low, your database performance might degrade. Using a machine 
with more RAM would help improve performance.

Top tables, by number of sequential scans initiated. If the number of 
sequential scans is much higher than number of index scans, it might 

Read Throughput

Update Throughput

Activity Select

Activity - Read Index

Activity - Insert

Activity - Update

Cache Effectiveness

Scan

Read & Write Stats

ACTIVITY STATS CONTINUED
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Stay on top of your data-
base performance with 
cluster-level monthly 
reports emailed directly 
to you each month, and 
saved to your Postgres 
dashboard. 

Cluster Activity (per second)

   Rows Selected

   Rows Updated

   Rows Inserted

   Rows Deleted

   Commit Ops

   Rollback Ops

Database Statistics

   Databases Added

   Databases Removed

   Databases

   Storage Size

   Rows

   Index Size

Database Size Growth (Top 10)

Table Details

   Tables Added

   Tables Removed

   Indexes Added

   Indexes Removed

   Tables

   Storage Size

   Rows

   Index Count

   Index Size

Table Growth Stats By Size (Top 10)

Table Growth Stats By Rows Count (Top 10)

Activity Stats

   Tables

   Indexes

   Size

   Table Size

   Index Size

   Dead Rows

   Table Bloat Estimate

   Index Bloat Estimate

   Auto-vacuum - Most Frequent

   Read Throughput

   Update Throughput

   Activity - Select

   Activity - Read Index

   Activity - Insert

   Activity - Update

   Cache Effectiveness

   Pgbench.pgbench_branches

   Cache Effectiveness

   Scan

Get monthly reports sent right to your inbox every month. Broken down 

by server, quickly analyze the key metrics of your database performance:

MONTHLY REPORTS

REPORTS
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The easiest way to recov-
er your PostgreSQL data. 
ScaleGrid automates 
your restore jobs so you 
can quickly recover a 
backup of your Post-
greSQL instance or repli-
ca set in a single click.

Ensure your business is 
able to recover from a 
detrimental disaster 
event, while implement-
ing the most powerful 
safeguards to protect 
against it.

Automate recurring backups for your PostgreSQL standalone instances 

and replicas so your production clusters are backed up at regular inter-

vals. ScaleGrid also allows you to backup on-demand so you have the 

most current data available before performing any application changes.

ON-DEMAND & RECURRING BACKUPS

Stay proactive on disaster recovery and business continuity planning to 

protect your mission-critical applications. Leverage tools and best prac-

tices to solidify a comprehensive strategy and safeguard your data 

through regular and consistent backup procedures. 

&BACKUPS RESTORES
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Recover your data in seconds with one-click restores. The management 

console allows you to select from your scheduled, on-demand backups, or 

continuous backups from your selected point in time, and encourages you 

to perform and on-demand backup before restoring so you can preserve 

your existing data.

ONE-CLICK RESTORES

Backup your data in real-time with continuous backups so all of your data 

is backed up automatically every few seconds so you always have the most 

recent data available to recover when you need it.

CONTINUOUS BACKUPS
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Establish a Recovery Time Objective (RTO) to determine the amount of time 

it should take to do a full recovery (dependent on the amount of data in the 

database), and a Recovery Point Objective (RPO) to address these critical 

questions:

 

   How much data will you lose if all your servers melt down today? 

   Have you setup continuous backup? 

   Can you recover to any point in time or just to certain points? 

RPO & RTO

Peek at your backups through our selective restores so you easily recover a 

single row or document from a table or collection without having to impact 

your entire production deployment. The peek at backup feature creates a 

new standalone instance with the data from the selected backup, and then 

allows you to perform a selected partial restore for a single collection.

SELECTIVE RESTORES / PEEK AT BACKUP
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Automate your database 
administrators 
time-consuming tasks 
so they can focus on 
proactive optimizations 
and development.

Dynamically scale your PostgreSQL deployments in a single click. The 

ScaleGrid platform performs a 'rolling operation' that upgrades one node 

at a time with zero downtime. The only visible impact to the application 

is a switchover of the master from one node to another.

SCALE

The PostgreSQL Clone feature allows you to take a look at the contents of 

either a scheduled or on-demand a backup without impacting your main 

deployment, and carry over the configurations and contents of the 

backup to your new cluster. Clone is a useful tool for testing the effects 

any change would have on your production deployment in a separate 

environment, which has the exact setup as that of production.

CLONE

ADMINISTRATION
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Easily import data on a scheduled basis from an existing PostgreSQL clus-

ter managed through ScaleGrid into another cluster in your account by 

setting up a "follower cluster". This is very useful when you have a develop-

ment or testing setup that you wish to sync with the production server on a 

regular schedule. Once you create a follower relationship, each day at your 

chosen time, the latest backup from the source cluster will be restored on to 

the destination cluster.

FOLLOWER CLUSTERS

Import your existing PostgreSQL data into your PostgreSQL deployment at 

ScaleGrid. The Import wizard walks you through the steps to migrate your 

data over, and ensure that the data is compatible with your newly created 

cluster.

IMPORT
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Use the PostgreSQL version of your choice, and never be forced into an 

upgrade before you’re ready. We support a minimum of three (3) versions of 

each database, and will only discontinue a version after all of our users have 

upgraded to a newer version.

MANAGE DATABASE VERSIONS

The ScaleGrid platform allows you to easily manage the configuration of all 

of your PostgreSQL clusters. Update your configuration settings, and allow 

ScaleGrid to handle the necessary adjustments behind the scenes. Any 

dynamic adjustments require a restart, and ScaleGrid will automatically 

perform a rolling upgrade to apply the configuration to all your nodes.

POSTGRESQL CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
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Database clusters managed and hosted by ScaleGrid are patched on a 

monthly basis. The clusters are typically patched on the last weekend of the 

month, and only security related patches are installed. A custom mainte-

nance time window can also be specified for the patching operation. 

You can also trigger on-demand OS patch jobs from the console. The OS 

patching is performed on a “rolling” basis – one server at a time is patched 

and brought back into operation. This allows the entire cluster to be 

PATCH OPERATING SYSTEM

Save time and headaches with fully managed database upgrades. At 

ScaleGrid, our expert support team performs your upgrades on your sched-

ule, and works with you to ensure all the necessary preparations are made 

before executing your upgrade.

UPGRADE DATABASE VERSIONS
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Implement our indus-
try-leading best practic-
es for your PostgreSQL 
cloud deployments to 
develop a solid infra-
structure that’s posi-
tioned for growth. Fortify 
your mission critical 
applications with 
advanced security tools 
to protect your data.

Implement an additional layer of security over your ScaleGrid console 

account username and password with two-factor authentication. Any 

application that supports time-based, One-Time Password (OTP) protocol 

may be used, and Google Authenticator App is the most popular used by 

our customers.

TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

Wondering if your infrastructure is designed for a best practice deploy-

ment? Our experts understand and design the best practices for deploy-

ing, managing, and securing your database applications, and are deeply 

knowledgeable on the complex intricacies of both NoSQL and SQL in the 

cloud and on-premise. At every stage, starting with migration to the 

ScaleGrid platform, we optimize your deployments to the best possible 

configuration for the unique needs of your application so you face the 

lowest possible security threats and are backed by a team of experts who 

will quickly address any security challenge your infrastructure ever 

encounters.

BEST PRACTICE DEPLOYMENT

Optimizing for security has never been more necessary, as organizations 

are only as successful as the protection of their customers and propri-

etary data. Data is the lifeline of an organization, and companies must 

take every action necessary to fortify their infrastructure to ensure the 

safety of the information stored and leveraged within their applications.

SECURITY
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Invite an unlimited number of users to your ScaleGrid account so your data-

base team can collaborate and manage shared resources through the Post-

greSQL management platform. Easily invite new users in a few simple 

clicks, and control their privileges through a desired role assignment. You 

can also enforce two-factor authentication for your users, and delete users 

anytime they no longer need or are allowed access to the platform.

TEAM MANAGEMENT
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Encrypt your PostgreSQL data “in transit” using SSL to secure communica-

tions over network. Configured at cluster creation, PostgreSQL is deployed 

in requireSSL mode, requiring SSL on all inbound connections and replica-

tion traffic between the PostgreSQL replicas.

By default, self-signed certificates are installed during cluster creation, and 

you can additionally bring your own wildcard certificates and install them 

on the servers.

ENCRYPTION IN TRANSIT (SSL)

Implement encryption at rest using Linux Unified Key storage (LUKS), the 

standard for volume based encryption in Linux. The LUKS encrypting keys 

are stored both on the ScaleGrid controller servers and on the database 

servers.

On the database servers, the keys are stored under root credentials and are 

used to mount the volumes when the server restarts. This ensures the data 

volumes are encrypted and can only be mounted on servers of this cluster. 

When encryption at rest is enabled, backups are also encrypted to ensure 

they can only be restored to the servers of this cluster.

ENCRYPTION AT REST
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“I have to come to rely on 
the stability and support 
that ScaleGrid has pro-
vided. Scalegrid has 
always been there to 
support any needs we 
have and the software 
just works. We have 
several collections with 
millions of records and 
there is never an issue.“

Get support from the actual database developers who designed the 

ScaleGrid platform to help you quickly identify and resolve any issue your 

infrastructure faces. Our entire support team has niche expertise in Post-

greSQL on both public cloud setups (AWS, Azure, DigitalOcean), and 

on-premise. Trust the experts who improve the infrastructure security, 

availability, and performance for thousands of deployments across the 

world to save your team countless hours troubleshooting minor to 

mission-critical issues.

NICHE TROUBLESHOOTING EXPERTISE

At ScaleGrid, 24/7 expert support is included with all of our Cloud DBaaS 

plans, and premium enterprise-level support packages for our on-prem-

ise solutions. From the moment you begin, we help you migrate all of our 

deployments, customize your settings, deploy your clusters through our 

advanced Management Console, and continue that support throughout 

your entire lifespan with our company.

24/7/365 SUPPORT

Regardless of your deployment size, our experts are here to provide the 

technical expertise necessary to address any issue that may arise with 

your database operations.

SUPPORT
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CONTACT US
Get in touch to learn more about our Enterprise On-Premise PostgreSQL database management 

and support solutions to help optimize your private datacenter environments.

sales@scalegrid.io

support@scalegrid.io

On-Premise Solutions

PostgreSQL Solutions

Free 30-Day Trial

Documentation

https://scalegrid.io/
mailto:sales@scalegrid.io
mailto:support@scalegrid.io
https://scalegrid.io/platforms/enterprise-on-premise.html
https://scalegrid.io/postgresql.html
https://console.scalegrid.io/users/register
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